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Abstract. Gromov–Wasserstein (GW) transport is inherently invari-
ant under isometric transformations of the data. Having this property
in mind, we propose to estimate dynamical systems by transfer opera-
tors derived from GW transport plans, when merely the initial and final
states are known. We focus on entropy regularized GW transport, which
allows to utilize the fast Sinkhorn algorithm and a spectral clustering
procedure to extract coherent structures. Moreover, the GW framework
provides a natural quantitative assessment on the shape-coherence of the
extracted structures. We discuss fused and unbalanced variants of GW
transport for labelled and noisy data, respectively. Our models are ver-
ified by three numerical examples of dynamical systems with governing
rotational forces.
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1 Introduction

Optimal transport (OT) aims to find an optimal mass transport between two
input (marginal) measures according to an underlying cost function. To improve
the speed of the numerical computation, Cuturi [9] introduced a regularized
OT version which can be solved by the fast and parallelizable Sinkhorn algo-
rithm. Further effort has been made to generalize the OT for different settings
as, e.g., unbalanced optimal transport [18], which relaxes the hard matching of
the marginal measures. Another line of work pioneered by Mémoli [19] focuses
on so-called Gromov–Wasserstein (GW) distances. Here, the inputs have addi-
tional structure in the sense of intrinsic (dis-)similarities. The difference to OT is
that a meaningful cost function on the product space of the inputs might not be
available. Instead, the mass is transported so that pairwise (dis-)similarities are
preserved. GW distances are invariant under isometric transformations, making
them a valuable tool for e.g. shape classification [4], word alignment [1] or graph
matching [29]. For certain applications, a transport which simultaneously takes
structural data in the GW sense as well as labelled data in the OT sense into ac-
count, is desirable. This is possible in the framework of fused GW transport [26].
Moreover, (fused) GW transport allows for a similar entropic regularization and
? Supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) within the RTG 2433
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2 F. Beier

unbalanced relaxation as OT [5,23,25]. In [2] the authors propose a framework
which extends OT to be invariant to various classes of linear transformations
such as e.g. orthogonal transformations. Compared to GW this method is nu-
merically more appealing but has the drawback that it requires the inputs to be
embedded in a common space and centered.

Recently, Koltai et al. [16] examined OT-based estimations of dynamical sys-
tems from observed initial and final states. More precisely, the authors leveraged
solutions to regularized (unbalanced) optimal transport to estimate so-called
transfer operators. These are linear operators that characterize dynamical sys-
tems in the form of density flows. Furthermore, a clustering procedure based on
the spectral information of the estimator was used to extract so-called coherent
structures of the dynamical system. Although no unified definition of such struc-
tures is available, it is understood that they are persistent in time and space.
Coherent structures are of particular interest e.g. in fluid dynamics, since they
capture important flow dynamics. This makes precise knowledge of the formation
of coherent structures very appealing, since it may lead to a deeper understand-
ing of the dynamics or computational advancements. In [15], the authors assumed
instead that the exact transfer operator is known on a finite subset of the full
state space. Then, using regularized OT, a finite-dimensional approximation is
constructed which limit is a regularized version of the ground truth and exhibits
desirable properties, such as retention of the spectral information.

In this paper, we build on the work in [16], but use entropic GW transport
plans for constructing transfer operators. This is motivated by the fact that GW
transport is readily able to detect isometric transformations such as rotation.
Additionally, data labels can be incorporated. We will see that our proposed
model includes a quantitative assessment of shape-coherence of the extracted
structures.

Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we briefly recall regularized (unbal-
anced) OT, associated transfer operators and related spectral clustering proce-
dures. GW transport and its (unbalanced) regularized and fused variants are
introduced in Section 3. Then, we expand the derivation of transfer operators
and spectral clustering towards GW transport plans. In Section 4, we present
numerical examples which indicate the potential of our method.

2 Optimal Transport and Transfer Operators

We consider (unbalanced) entropic OT, show how transfer operators can be de-
rived from OT plans, and elaborate on spectral clustering. The derivation of
transfer operators will be generalized to GW plans in the next section.

Optimal transport. Let X,Y ⊂ Rd be compact sets equipped with the Eu-
clidean distance dE. ByM+(X), we denote the set of non-negative (Borel) mea-
sures and by P(X) ⊂ M+(X) the set of probability measures on X. Further-
more, let L2

µ(X) be the Hilbert space of (equivalence classes) of square inte-
grable functions with respect to the finite measure µ ∈ M+(X) equipped with
the inner product 〈·, ·〉µ. By 1A, we denote the characteristic function on A. For
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µ, ν ∈M+(X), the Kullback–Leibler divergence is defined by

KL(µ, ν) :=

∫
X

log
(

dµ
dν

)
dµ+ ν(X)− µ(X),

if the Radon–Nikodym derivative dµ
dν exists, and byKL(µ, ν) :=∞ otherwise. For

µ ∈ P(X), ν ∈ P(Y ), a lower semi-continuous cost function c : X × Y → [0,∞)
and ε > 0, the regularized OT problem is given by

OTε(µ, ν) := min
π∈Π(µ,ν)

∫
X×Y

c(x, y) dπ + εKL(π, µ⊗ ν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:FOT

ε (π)

, (1)

where Π(µ, ν) := {π ∈ P(X × Y ) : P1#π = µ, P2#π = ν} with Pi(x1, x2) := xi
and push forward measures Pi#π = π ◦ P−1i , i = 1, 2. Elements of Π(µ, ν) are
called transport plans. For ε = 0, we obtain the unregularized optimal transport
OT(µ, ν). The minimizer in (1) is called (entropic) optimal transport plan π̂ε. In
the following, we will mainly use c = d2E which leads to the Wasserstein distance
OT(µ, ν)

1
2 . The dual problem of OTε is

OTε(µ, ν) = max
(f,g)∈L∞

µ (X)×L∞
ν (Y )

{∫
X

f dµ+

∫
Y

g dν

− ε
∫
X×Y

exp
(f(x) + g(y)− c(x, y)

ε

)
− 1 d(µ⊗ ν)

}
Optimal potentials f̂ε ∈ L∞µ (X), ĝε ∈ L∞ν (Y ) exist and are unique on supp(µ)
and supp(ν) up to an additive constant. They are related to π̂ε by

π̂ε = exp
( f̂ε(x) + ĝε(y)− c(x, y)

ε

)
(µ⊗ ν) =: kε(µ⊗ ν). (2)

For atomic measures, the solution can be approximated efficiently by Sinkhorn’s
algorithm. In some applications, it is useful to deal with regularized unbalanced
OT

UOTε,κ(µ, ν) := min
π∈M+(X×Y )

FOT
ε (π) + κ

(
KL(P1#π, µ) + KL(P2#π, ν)

)
, κ > 0,

which relaxes the hard marginal constraints on the objective to penalizing the
KL divergence of its marginals with respect to the inputs. Unbalanced optimal
transport is treated in detail in [18] and its regularized version in [22]. Similarly as
in the balanced case, there is a dual problem formulation with optimal potentials
(f̂ε,κ, ĝε,κ) ∈ L∞µ (X)× L∞ν (Y ) and the optimal transport plan is given by

π̂ε,κ = exp
( f̂ε,κ(x) + ĝε,κ(y)− c(x, y)

ε

)
(µ⊗ ν) =: kε,κ (µ⊗ ν).

A generalization of Sinkhorn’s algorithm can be used to solve the corresponding
discrete problem, see [22].
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Transfer operators. Transfer operators, also known as Perron-Frobenius oper-
ators, are linear operators which characterize dynamical systems in the form of
density flows [14]. We consider transfer operators derived from entropic trans-
port plans as in [16]. Here we restrict ourselves to the balanced setting as the
unbalanced case follows in a similar way. To this end, we associate π̂ε in (2) with
the transfer operator Kε : L

2
µ(X)→ L2

ν(Y ) given by

(Kεψ)(y) :=

∫
X

kε(x, y)ψ(x) dµ(x).

Figuratively, Kε captures the structure of the transport of π̂ε independent of the
marginal masses. Since π̂ε ∈ Π(µ, ν), it holds∫

X

kε(x, y) dµ(x) = 1Y ν-a.e. and
∫
Y

kε(x, y) dν(y) = 1X µ-a.e..

In particular, for atomic measures µ =
∑m
i=1 µ(i)δxi and ν =

∑n
j=1 ν(j)δyj

and an optimal transport plan π̂ε =
∑m,n
i,j=1 π̂ε(i, j)δxi,yj using the matrix-vector

notation µ := (µ(i))mi=1, ν := (ν(j))nj=1, Dµ := diag(µ) and π̂ε := (π̂ε(i, j))
m,n
i,j=1,

the transfer kernel and operator are given by

kε = D−1µ π̂εD
−1
ν and Kε = D−1ν π̂T

ε .

Spectral clustering. In order to extract coherent structures in dynamical sys-
tems, we can apply a spectral clustering procedure onKε, see [16]. The clustering
premise is just the knowledge of two observations from µ ∈ P(X) and ν ∈ P(Y )
in a dynamical system without any knowledge of the true dynamics. The goal is
to find measurable partitions X = X1∪̇X2, Y = Y1∪̇Y2 fulfilling ideally

Kε1Xk = 1Yk and µ(Xk) = ν(Yk), k = 1, 2.

These conditions may be interpreted as coherence and mass preservation of the
partitions. One way to tackle this problem is to consider the following optimiza-
tion problem

max
X1∪̇X2=X,Y1∪̇Y2=Y

{
〈Kε1X1

, 1Y1
〉ν

µ(X1)
+
〈Kε1X2

, 1Y2
〉ν

µ(X2)

}
,

which is usually relaxed to

max
(ϕ,ψ)∈L2

µ(X)×L2
ν(Y )

{
〈Kεϕ,ψ〉ν
‖ϕ‖µ‖ψ‖ν

: 〈ϕ, 1X〉µ = 〈ψ, 1Y 〉ν = 0

}
. (3)

Since Kε is bounded and non-negative (µ ⊗ ν)-a.s., it follows that the largest
singular value of K∗εKε is simple [14, Lem. 3]. Moreover, the largest singular
value of Kε is 1 and the corresponding left and right singular functions are 1X
and 1Y , respectively. Notably, (1X , 1Y ) are not included by the constraints in
(3). Hence, a maximizing pair (ϕ̂, ψ̂) in (3) is given by the right and left singular
functions ofKε associated to the second largest singular value of Kε. The desired
partitioning is then readily obtained by thresholding (ϕ̂, ψ̂) at zero. Solving (3)
in practice amounts to computing a (truncated) singular value decomposition of
Kε.
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3 Transfer Operators from GW Transport Plans

In both references [15,16], the assumption on the underlying dynamics is that
they are compliant with an optimal transport. For certain situations this might
not be the case. Consider e.g. particles on the two-dimensional unit disk with a
driving rotational force. If the rotation angle between two observations is large,
OT will not be able to recover this dynamic, see the first Example in Section 4. A
transport setting which naturally handles isometric transforms such as rotation
is given by the framework of GW transport [19]. As before, we consider compact
state spaces X,Y ⊂ Rd and measures µ ∈ P(X), ν ∈ P(Y ). In the contrast to
classic OT, a cost function on the product space X × Y is not required. Instead
we seek the preservation of the internal structure of the spaces. Here we focus on
the Euclidean metrics, for generalizations see [24]. We set dX := dE|X×X . Then
the triples X := (X, dX , µ), Y := (Y, dY , ν) are called metric measure (mm-)
spaces. We introduce the notation µ⊗ := µ ⊗ µ. For ε > 0, the regularized GW
transport between two mm-spaces X and Y is defined by

GWε(X,Y) := inf
π∈Π(µ,ν)

FGW
ε (π),

FGW
ε (π) :=

∫
(X×Y )2

(dX(x, x′)− dY (y, y′))2 dπ(x, y) dπ(x′, y′) + εKL
(
π⊗, (µ⊗ ν)⊗

)
.

In contrast to OT, we regularize with the quadratic KL divergence as in [23].
For ε = 0, we obtain the unregularized GW transport GW which was originally
introduced in [19]. Notably, GW

1
2 defines a metric on the space of mm-spaces up

to identification by measure-preserving isometries. More precisely, GW(X,Y) =
0 if and only if there exists an isometry I : X → Y with ν = I#µ. In this case,
(id, I)#µ is an optimal GW plan. In particular, this shows the invariance of GW
with respect to isometric transformations. Figuratively, optimal GW plans are
such that whenever they transport (infinitesemal) mass from x to y and x′ to y′
one has dX(x, x′) ≈ dY (y, y′) which favors a near-isometric transport.

Similar to OTε, GWε admits unbalanced versions [23], we focus on marginal
penalization using KL. For ε, κ > 0, the unbalanced regularized GW transport is
defined by

UGWε,κ(X,Y) = inf
π∈M+(X×Y )

FGW
ε (π) + κ

(
KL((P1#π)

⊗,µ⊗) + KL((P2#π)
⊗, ν⊗)

)
.

Here the marginals of optimal plans differ from the inputs whenever an ex-
act matching results in large values under the functional FGW

ε . This can make
UGWε,κ somewhat robust to outliers.

When working with labelled data, we might be interested in a transport plan
which preserves the internal geometrical information in the form of metrics as
well as feature information in the form of labels. This leads to a fused version
of the GW and the Wasserstein distance. To incorporate label information, we
introduce an additional set A ⊂ Rm endowed with dA := dE|A×A. We assume
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that each point in X,Y admits only one label, which we characterize by label
functions lX : X → A, lY : Y → A, respectively. Clearly, a more general
treatment would be to consider distributions in the label space as in e.g. [26]. In
our case, the regularized fused GW distance is defined by

FGWε((X, lX), (Y, lY )) := inf
π∈Π(µ,ν)

FGW
ε (π) +

∫
X×Y

dA
(
lX(x), lY (y)

)
dπ(x, y).

As with the original formulation, the marginal constraints may be relaxed in
the same way which leads to an unbalanced, fused variant UFGWκ

ε which was
discussed in [5,25].

The previously discussed GW formulations are quadratic with respect to the
objective plan which renders them numerically challenging. For our numerical
experiments below, we rely on a class of simple iterative algorithms which are
based on block-coordinate relaxations. The main idea consists of alternately fix-
ing one plan while minimizing with respect to the other. The problem that is
then minimized in each iteration step can be written as an entropic OT problem
for which Sinkhorn’s algorithm can be leveraged. Details regarding this proce-
dure can be found in [21] (balanced GW), [23] (unbalanced GW) and [5,25]
(unbalanced, fused GW). Solutions π̂ε obtained with this procedure are also so-
lutions to an entropic (unbalanced) OT problem and thus have the form (2), i.e.
it holds π̂ε = kε (µ⊗ν). Ultimately, this allows us to apply the spectral clustering
procedure on the associated transfer operator Kε as described in Section 2. The
next remark highlights another benefit of GW over OT transfer operators for
extracting coherent structures.

Remark 1 (Quantitative assessment of shape-coherence). Let π̂ε be an optimal
GW plan between X and Y with associated transfer operator Kε and Xi, Yi, i =
1, 2 the spectral clustering partition. Even if the partitions satisfy Kε1Xi ≈ 1Yi
and µ(Xi) ≈ ν(Yi), it may be that the intrinsic shapes of Xi and Yi, i = 1, 2
differs significantly. It depends on the application, if these structures should be
considered coherent or not. The GW framework readily gives us the possibility for
a quantitative assessment of shape-coherence by evaluating the GW functional
at π̂ε restricted to Xi × Yi, i = 1, 2. The closer the evaluation is to 0, the more
the associated partitions can be considered shape-coherent or isometric under
the transfer operator Kε. We apply this for Example 3 in Section 4.

4 Numerical Examples

In this section we provide three examples of our proposed GW transfer method.
In OT comparisons we use the quadratic Euclidean cost function. We partly rely
on the Python Optimal Transport library [12]. For our experiments we aim to set
the entropic regularization parameter ε > 0 as small as possible while avoiding
numerical overflow.

1. Particles on a rotating disk. First, we are interested in the ability of OT
plans to recover the dynamics of a rotating system and compare it with a GW
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Fig. 1. An example of X (blue), Rπ
2
(X) (orange), as well as the associated transfer

kernels ktrue (left), kWε (middle) and kGW
ε (right). The arrows are drawn from x to y

with opacity proportional to the respective kernel at (x, y).

based approach. We consider n = 50 uniformly sampled particles on the 2D unit
disk D := {x : ‖x‖2 ≤ 1} ⊂ R2. Let X ⊂ D be the set of particles. We consider a
counter-clockwise rotation of degree θ ∈ (0, 2π). More precisely, the true transfer
operator is characterized by the bijective map Rθ : D → D given by

(r cos(φ), r sin(φ)) 7→ (r cos(φ+ θ), r sin(φ+ θ)), r ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, 2π).

We focus on the transfer associated to kernel ktrue(x, y) = δ{Rθ(x)=y}. An il-
lustration of X and Rθ is shown in Figure 1. We investigate how well the GW
transfer operator estimates the true transfer operator for θ = π

30 ,
2π
30 , . . . , π. To

this end, we sample the initial state X and compute the GW transport plan
with ε = 0.0008 between between the uniform distributions on X and Rθ(X),
respectively. As discussed, all plans admit the form (2) for respective kernels
kWε , k

GW
ε . To compare the performance we consider the error measure

e(k•ε) :=
1

n2

∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Rθ(X)

k•ε(x, y)dE(Rθ(x), y), • ∈ {W,GW}.

Intuitively, this gives us the mean Euclidean distance when comparing the trans-
fer operator associated to the kernel against the true transfer.

The right-hand side of Figure 1 shows the qualitative difference between
the OT and GW-based approaches for one example with θ = π

2 . A quantita-
tive comparison is given on the left-hand side of Figure 2. More precisely, we
sampled 10 independent choices of X to obtain 10 OT plans πW,1

ε , . . . , πW,10
ε

and 10 GW plans πGW,1
ε , . . . , πGW,10

ε for each angle θ. We plot the mean errors
1
10

∑10
i=1 e(k

•,i
ε ), • ∈ {W,GW} as a function of the angle θ. As expected, for large

values of θ, the OT-based transfer operator is a poor estimator. This is evident
since, e.g. for a 90 degrees rotation, points are transferred far distances which is
sub-optimal in the OT sense. Even for smaller angles such as 18 degrees, we ob-
serve a mean error of 0.15. On the other hand, the GW based approach recovers
Rθ nearly exactly in all cases. In the previous example, Y = Rθ(X) was given
by an exact rotation of X. However, in practice the observed end state Y of
the dynamical system might be a noisy version of Rθ(X). Hence, we repeat the
previous experiment, where this time Y = Rθ(X)+mη with η ∼ U([−0.1, 0.1]2)
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Fig. 2. The mean errors plotted against rotation angle θ in degrees without noise (left)
and with noise (right).

Fig. 3. The mean errors for fixed θ = π
2
plotted against the noise magnitude m.

and m = 1. To make this comparable to the previous experiment, we consider
the same sampled initial states X as above. We proceed as before and plot the
error of the OT and GW-based approach on the right-hand side of Figure 2. For
small angles, GW remains comparable to OT whereas for large angles a better
estimation is achieved by utilizing GW. Finally, we repeat the procedure this
time for a fixed angle θ = π

2 and for varying m = 0.5, 1, 1.5, . . . , 4.5. The result
is plotted in Figure 3.

2. Multiple rotating disks. In our next example, let θ = π/2, and D, Rθ as
above. In addition, for i = 1, 2, we consider

Di = {x ∈ D : ‖x− x(i)‖ ≤ 1/2}, x(i) = (−1/2, 0), x(i) = (1/2, 0).

We set F = (R(1)+R(2))◦Rθ, where R(i) constitutes a rotation of −π/4 around
x(i), restricted to Di, i = 1, 2. Let n = 80, we uniformly sample n/2 points
of D1 and D2, respectively. Denote the entire set of n points by X ⊂ D. Let
Y = F (X) and equip X and Y with the uniform distribution. Figure 4 illustrates
X, Y and F . We focus on the estimation of the transfer operator associated to
ktrue(x, y) = δ{F (x)=y}. We compute an OT plan πW

ε and an GW plan πGW
ε both

with ε = 0.001. Illustrations of the matrices πW
ε , π

GW
ε as well as a visualizations

of the transfer operators K•ε , associated to respective kernels k•ε , • ∈ {W,GW}
are provided in Figure 5. Clearly, neither approach is able to recover the ground
truth. However, the figure indicates that KGW

ε transfers most of the mass from
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Fig. 4. Left to right: X, Y , (R(1) +R(2)) and Rθ.

Fig. 5. Left to right: Matrix πW
ε , transfer kernel kWε , matrix πGW

ε , transfer kernel kGW
ε .

Di to F (Di), i = 1, 2, while the OT-based approach does not. We apply the
spectral clustering procedure, i.e. we compute the left and right eigenvectors
associated to the second largest eigenvalue of K•ε , • ∈ {W,GW} and present
them in Figure 6. As expected, the partitioning according to KGW

ε is able to find
both coherent disks. Now, the local dynamics within the partitions can readily
be obtained by computing the GW transport of the partitioned subspaces.

We conclude this example by remarking that the correct identification of the
discs may also fail and is not stable with respect to noise. This is due to the fact
that e.g. X is almost isometric to a 180 degrees rotation as well as a reflection
along the vertical axis. If the inputs are subjected to noise, an optimal GW plan
might match D1 with F (D2) and D2 with F (D1).

3. Vorticity field of the 2D Navier–Stokes equation. Finally, we consider
a two-dimensional flow in time which behaves according to the 2D Navier–Stokes
equations on the square [0, 2π]2 (periodic boundary conditions)

∂tu+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p+ v∇2u

∇ · u = 0,

where u : [0, T ] × [0, 2π]2 → R2 is the velocity, p : [0, T ] × [0, 2π]2 → R2 the
pressure and v ∈ R the kinematic viscosity. Numerically, it is more efficient to
solve the scalar advection-diffusion equation

∂tω + (u · ∇)ω = v∇2ω, (4)

where ω = ∂xuy−∂yux is the vorticity of u. Following [27, Sec IV], the equation
is solved in the Fourier domain after a adding a small-scale forcing term and
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Fig. 6. The spaces X,Y coloured according to the sign of the left and right eigenvector
of KW

ε (left) and KGW
ε (right) corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue.

Fig. 7. Left: Two thresholded snapshots ω0, ω1 of a direct numerical simulation of (4)
on a 4096x4096 pixel grid. The images on the right-hand side show the marked circular
patch for both time-steps.

a large-scale damping function on a 4096x4096 grid. Ultimately, we obtain two
time snapshots ω0, ω1 of the vorticity field, which we restrict to |ωi| ≥ 600. The
snapshots as well as a zoom into a circular patch with a 290 pixel diameter is
shown in Figure 7. As we can see, the flow exhibits coherent structures in the
form of vortices on large and small scales. Large vortices essentially determine
most of the local dynamics. This can be seen for instance in the in selected patch,
where smaller vortices are rotating around the large center vortex.

We proceed to estimate the dynamics of the extracted patch. Similarly to
our motivating example, we compare the OT and GW transfer operators. From
ω0 and ω1 we extract the mm-spaces X = (X, dX , µ) and Y = (Y, dY , ν), re-
spectively. More precisely, X and Y are the sets of patch points in R2 where
|ω0| ≥ 600 and |ω1| ≥ 600. Furthermore, dX and dY are the normalized Eu-
clidean metrics on X and Y , respectively. Finally, µ, ν are the (fully supported)
probability measures proportional to the absolute value of the vorticity field.
For our model we want to prohibit the transport between positive and negative
vorticity. To this end we label our data in the following way. Let lX , lY be the
label function on X,Y given by 0, 1 for negative, positive vorticity, respectively.
Additionally, due to possible dissipation of vorticity, we focus on unbalanced
approaches for the estimation of the transfer operator. We proceed to solve the
entropic unbalanced OT problem between µ and ν with respect to the cost func-
tion c(x, y) = dE(x, y)

2 + d2E(lX(x), lY (y)), regularization parameter ε = 0.0003
and marginal relaxation parameter κ = 0.1. This can be understood as the
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Fig. 8. Left to right: GW transfer kernel, OT transfer kernel. The last two images show
distinctly coloured partitions according to the spectral clustering of KGW

ε,κ . The plotted
numbers are the evaluations of the GW functional at πGW restricted to the respective
partitions.

(entropic and unbalanced) Wasserstein distance with an additional penalty on
transporting between distinctly signed vorticity. Thus we obtain a solution de-
noted π̂W

ε,κ. In the same way, let π̂GW
ε,κ be a solution to the unbalanced, fused,

entropic GW problem between (X, lX) and (Y, lY ) and ε, κ as above. On the
left-hand side of Figure 8, we illustrate the associated transfer operators K•ε,κ,
• ∈ {W,GW}. Similar to the previous examples, the OT transfer operator is
not able to recover the underlying rotation. On the other hand, by favoring the
preservation of intrinsic distances, the GW transport nicely reflects a counter-
clockwise rotation. Finally, we apply the discussed spectral clustering procedure,
where we focus on KGW

ε,κ . To obtain more than two coherent structures, we pro-
ceed in a nested manner. More precisely, applying the clustering procedure once
yields two partitions of each mm-space X1, X2, Y1, Y2, respectively. Then we
apply the procedure with respect to the associated (labelled) sub mm-spaces((

Xi, dX |Xi ,
µ(· ∩Xi)

µ(Xi)

)
, lX |Xi

)
,

((
Yi, dY |Yi ,

ν(· ∩ Yi)
ν(Yi)

)
, lY |Yi

)
,

and the restricted transfer operator KGW
ε,κ |Xi×Yi , i = 1, 2. This yields two sub-

partitions per partition. We repeat this three times so that we obtain 8 partitions
in total. The right-hand side of Figure 8 shows the mm-spaces X,Y, where points
of the same partition are coloured equally. Additionally, we evaluate the GW
functional of π̂GW

ε,κ restricted to the partitions as explained in Remark 1 and
add the evaluation in the plot of X. As expected, the center vortex is clearly
identified. Additionally, we are able to identify even smaller structures such as
the coherent structures in brown, pink, grey and red. The orange partition attains
the smallest GW evaluation by far. This is followed by brown and pink which
represent smaller coherent structures and highlights their shape preservation
under the transfer KGW

ε,κ .

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to estimate dynamical systems based
on (unbalanced, fused) GW transport plans. Moreover, we demonstrated that
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the obtained transport plans can be leveraged for a spectral clustering procedure
to extract coherent structures. The resulting method is convenient as it can be
quickly implemented by using out-of-the-box methods for GW and the singular
value decomposition. We verified its potency on three numerical examples.

As future work we leave a direct comparison with the method proposed in
[2]. The latter provides a numerically more appealing framework for obtaining
transport plans which minimize the OT functional under additional invariances
such as orthogonal transformations. Moreover, we are interested in applying our
method on non-Euclidean data such as e.g. graphs.
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